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Intro: [F | F+ ]  
 

[F] I got a face for [F+] Radio  
a [Dm] spring in my step… a [Eb] tap in my toes 
[Bb] soul in my [C] song and a beat in my [F] heart  
[F/G F/G# F/A | F/A# F/A F/G# F/G] 
 

[F] Strumming old while I’m [F+] playing young 
I’ll turn a [Dm] phrase on a rhyme with a [Eb] tune on my tongue 
The [Bb] ring in my [C] ears is heaven calling to [F] me [F7] 
 

 Come [Bb] down (come down) come [C] down  
 my [A] melodiva [Dm] queen 
 [Bb] take your [C] place by [F] me  
 [F/G F/G# F/A | F/A# F/A F/G# F/G] 
 Come [Bb] down (come down) come [C] down  
 and [A] keep a muse in [Dm] me 
 [Bb] for me to [G] be you gotta [C] be  
 [C/D C/D# C/E | C/E# C/E C/D# C/D] 
 

[F] I got a face for [F+] Radio  
a [Dm] spring in my step… a [Eb] tap in my toes 
[Bb] soul in my [C] song and a beat in my [F] heart [C7] 
 

Instrumental Verse: [F | F+ | Dm | Eb | Bb | C | F | F7] 
 

 Come [Bb] down (come down) come [C] down  
 my [A] melodiva [Dm] queen 
 [Bb] take your [C] place by [F] me  
 [F/G F/G# F/A | F/A# F/A F/G# F/G] 
 Come [Bb] down (come down) come [C] down  
 and [A] keep a muse in [Dm] me 
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 [Bb] tempt and [C] trance  
  [(B) Bb] do your [C] dance  
 [(B) Bb] please [C] prance all over [F] me [F+ | F | F+] 
 

Exit: [F] I got a face for [F+] Radio…[F | F+] 
 [F] I got a face for [F+] Radio…[F | F+]  
 I got a [F] face (you got a) [F+] (face)  
 I gotta [F] face it (you got a) [F+] (face) 
 I got a [F] face (you got a) [F+] (face)  
 I gotta [F] face it (you got a) [F+] (face) 
 I got a [F] face (you got a) [F+] (face)  
 I gotta [F] face it (you got a) [F+] (face) 
 I got a [F] face (you got a) [F+] (face)  
 I gotta [F] face it (you got a) [F+] (face) 
 I got a [F] face 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   Capo 3rd  

F(D) [xx0232] F+(D+) [xx0332] Dm(Bm) [x24432] Eb(C) [x32010] 
Bb(G) [320003] C(A) [x02220] F7(D7) [xx0212] A(F#) [244322] 
G(E) [022100] C7(A7) [x02020] B(Ab) [xx111x]  

 


